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Abstract

The interaction and dimension of points are two impor-
tant axes in designing point operators to serve hierarchi-
cal 3D models. Yet, these two axes are heterogeneous and
challenging to fully explore. Existing works craft point op-
erator under a single axis and reuse the crafted operator
in all parts of 3D models. This overlooks the opportunity
to better combine point interactions and dimensions by ex-
ploiting varying geometry/density of 3D point clouds. In
this work, we establish PIDS, a novel paradigm to jointly
explore point interactions and point dimensions to serve se-
mantic segmentation on point cloud data. We establish a
large search space to jointly consider versatile point inter-
actions and point dimensions. This supports point opera-
tors with various geometry/density considerations. The en-
larged search space with heterogeneous search components
calls for a better ranking of candidate models. To achieve
this, we improve the search space exploration by leverag-
ing predictor-based Neural Architecture Search (NAS), and
enhance the quality of prediction by assigning unique en-
coding to heterogeneous search components based on their
priors. We thoroughly evaluate the networks crafted by
PIDS on two semantic segmentation benchmarks, showing
∼ 1% mIOU improvement on SemanticKITTI and S3DIS
over state-of-the-art 3D models.

1. Introduction
The rise of 3D acquisition technologies and the increas-

ing amount of geometric data collected from 3D sensors
drive the booming of 3D point cloud applications, such
as object recognition [37], shape segmentation [42], and
indoor-scene segmentation [1]. Deep Neural Networks
(DNNs) plays a critical role in processing 3D point cloud
data in an end-to-end fashion [25]. The recent develop-
ment of neural architecture engineering drives better per-
formance [47, 46] and higher efficiency [15] for 3D point
cloud models.

Table 1. Comparison of different methods in seeking optimal 3D
point operators. Methods marked with ∗ leverage Neural Archi-
tecture Search with design automation.

Method Interaction? Dimension? Reuse? S3DIS
mIOU (%)

KPConv [34] ✓ ✓ 70.6
PointTransformer [46] ✓ ✓ 73.5

PointSeaNet [28]∗ ✓ ✓ 71.9
PIDS (Ours)∗ ✓ ✓ 74.4

A hierarchical 3D model for point cloud is composed
of several point operators. Researchers have identified two
heterogeneous axes of a point operator: the interaction of
points in a point cloud (point interaction), and the size di-
mension of the point operator (point dimension). Starting
from PointNet [25, 26], point-based models employ vari-
ous strategies to design a point interaction to extract fea-
tures and make dense predictions for semantic segmenta-
tion on 3D point cloud. Later works propose Multi-layer
Perceptron [25, 26], point convolutions [38, 2], graph neu-
ral networks [35], attention mechanism [46, 13, 44], kernel
point convolutions [34], voxelization [7], and 2D projec-
tions [8, 12] to improve the performance-efficiency trade-
off on 3D point cloud, with manually tuned point dimen-
sions in different hierarchies of a 3D model. More recent
works leverage Neural Architecture Search (NAS) to ex-
plore a wider range of 3D model choices, such as point di-
mensions in voxelized point interactions [33] and the struc-
tural wiring of convolution-based point interactions [24].

Yet, existing approaches on crafting 3D operators have
several limitations, due to the varying distribution of 3D
point cloud. First, existing works only craft a single type
of point interaction and reuse it within all point operators
of a 3D model, see Table 1. The reuse of point interac-
tions can limit the performance of the crafted 3D operators,
due to the varying geometric/density distribution of points.
Second, existing approaches optimize point interactions and
point dimensions separately and only seek an optimal solu-
tion on a single axis. Such an approach misses the oppor-
tunity to discover a better combination of point interactions
and dimensions, and thus limits the efficiency of the crafted
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point operators. Overall, the crafted models usually have
sub-optimal performance versus efficiency trade-off on pro-
cessing 3D point clouds.

In this paper, we propose a joint interaction-dimension
search to resolve the above limitations. We envision that
existing NAS approaches may have several challenges in
3D point cloud. First, even with full design automation
powered by NAS, it is challenging to jointly explore point
interactions and point dimensions simultaneously and pre-
cisely on 3D point clouds with varying distribution. Thus,
existing weight-sharing approaches such as differentiable
NAS [20] and one-shot NAS [4, 41] may be infeasible, as
it is difficult to learn shared weights over point operators,
given the fast-changing 3D point cloud inputs. Second, het-
erogeneous search components add to the complexity of
architecture-performance landscape, making it more diffi-
cult to accurately map architectures towards their ground-
truth performance. The above challenges call for a more
scalable and accurate NAS that innovates automatic model
design on serving 3D applications.

To this end, we propose PIDS (Joint Point Interaction-
Dimension Search for 3D Point Cloud), a novel paradigm
that leverages NAS [49, 4, 36] to joint explore point inter-
actions and point dimensions. In PIDS, we craft a massive
search space containing point interactions with versatile ge-
ometry/density in 3D point cloud and positional size-based
point dimensions. For point interactions, we backbone the
search space on kernel point convolution [34], and intro-
duce high-order point interactions to fit geometric dispo-
sitions and density distributions within varying 3D points.
For point dimensions, we incorporate the design motif from
Inverted Residual Bottleneck (IRB [30]) to enable more
efficient size-based search components (i.e., width, depth,
and expansion factor). We guide PIDS with predictor-based
NAS [36]. We train a neural predictor to map architecture-
performance pairs in PIDS search space. To improve the
quality of search, we innovate the design of a Dense-Sparse
(DS) predictor to encode unique priors to point interactions
and point dimensions. DS predictor uses sparse embedding
features to encode categorical choice of point interactions,
and uses dense features to represent continuous choice of
point dimensions. The dense features and sparse features
are then interacted to compute cross-term product, yielding
a superior neural architecture representation that improves
performance prediction.

The joint interaction-dimension search in PIDS enables
to discover efficient 3D models, and the DS predictor of
PIDS allows a better ranking of candidate models (i.e., up
to 0.03 Kendall τ improvement and 2.6% higher mIOU
on semantic segmentation over prior state-of-the-art pre-
dictors) to improve the quality of search. As a result,
PIDS crafts high-performing and efficient 3D architectures
on various semantic segmentation benchmarks, such as Se-

manticKITTI [3] and S3DIS [1]. On S3DIS, PIDS net-
work outperforms the state-of-the-art hand-crafted archi-
tecture by ∼ 0.9% higher mIOU and is 3.6 × parameter-
efficient. On SemanticKITTI, PIDS network achieves 0.6%
higher mIOU, saves 7.2× parameters, and reduces 7.4×
MACs over state-of-the-art NAS-crafted architecture.

We highlight the contributions of this paper as follows:

• We propose a new paradigm, PIDS, to jointly explore
point interactions and dimensions in a vast search space
on 3D point cloud. PIDS optimizes both axes of the
point operator and seeks 3D models to strike a balance
in performance-efficiency trade-off.

• We leverage predictor-based NAS to accurately model
candidate networks in the PIDS search space. We further
enhance the quality of performance prediction by propos-
ing Dense-Sparse predictor that encodes unique priors on
heterogeneous search components and computes cross-
term product to gather a better architecture representation.

• The best model discovered by PIDS achieves the state-of-
the-art mIOU on SemanticKITTI and S3DIS over existing
models, with higher efficiency.

2. Related Work
Deep Learning for 3D Point-Cloud. Point interactions are
often achieved via point-based networks [38, 15, 17, 34]
that carries feature aggregations towards irregular point set
grids to benefit from learnable radial function and spheri-
cal harmonics in 3D point clouds. Recent point-based lit-
erature on point interactions improves point sampling effi-
ciency [15, 17], local feature aggregations [46, 19], manual
architecture fabrications [16, 18], improved training pro-
tocols [12], and/or better feature selection [39, 6] to seek
higher model performance and efficiency. However, most of
these works manually design a building block, while over-
looking the varying geometry and density distributions (i.e.,
heterogeneity) of 3D point clouds. In addition, these man-
ual efforts may not be able to explore a wider search space
of the point interactions and miss the opportunity to find in-
novative architecture patterns. The above limitations in the
size of search space (i.e., point dimensions) may negatively
impact the quality and efficiency of the designed models.
Predictor-based NAS. Predictor-based NAS [36, 10] is a
popular method that trains a performance predictor on lim-
ited samples. The trained predictor serves as a surrogate
model of the ground-truth performance and is utilized to
guide architecture search on the full design space. Exist-
ing achievements on predictor-based NAS lies in improving
sample efficiency [10] and augmenting architecture sam-
ples [21] of the performance predictors, yet does not empha-
size on improving the neural architecture representations to
reduce prediction error. In the design space for 3D models,
existing approaches may be subject to weak prediction per-
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Figure 1. Overview of PIDS search space. Within each point op-
erator, Op denotes the search component for point interactions.
D: Depth, W : Width and E: Expansion Factor denote the search
component for point dimensions.

formance without the correct neural architecture representa-
tions given versatile heterogeneous search components, re-
quiring a deep study on the encoding of priors on different
heterogeneous search components.

3. PIDS Search Space
In this section, we formally present PIDS, a new

paradigm that jointly searches point interactions and point
dimension. Figure 1 demonstrates the joint interaction-
dimension search space in PIDS. A 3D model for seman-
tic segmentation uses an encoder-decoder structure with 11
searchable stages, with 7 stages in backbone encoder model
and 4 stages in segmentation decoder model. The search-
able stages are sandwiched by fixed stem/head layer to cor-
rectly handle inputs/outputs. Each stage is composed of
several point operators as basic building blocks. Each point
operator has configurable point interactions (e.g., orders of
interaction) and point dimensions (e.g., width) in the search
space. Intuited by the design motifs from KPConv [34],
PIDS proposes high-order point interactions and seeks the
optimal adaptations towards varying geometry and density
in different part of the point cloud. Intuited by Inverted
Residual Bottleneck (IRB) [30], PIDS expands the explo-
ration scope for point dimensions (i.e., depth, width, and
expansion factor within a point operator) to discover more
flexible model choices.

3.1. High-order Point Interactions

In a 3D point cloud, a point interaction is defined as a
symmetric function over a center point X and its N neigh-
boring points XN . Given a center point X ∈ R3 and its
corresponding features with D dimensions: F ∈ RD, point
interaction takes all N neighbor points Xn ∈ RN×3 with
their corresponding features F ∈ RN×D to compute the
output features F ′ ∈ RN×D via a learnable transformation
f parameterized by θ, illustrated as follows:

F ′ = f(F,X,Xn; θ). (1)

We use the intuitions from kernel point convolution [34] to
build point interactions. This is because in a kernel point

convolution, the neighbor points Xn is efficiently achieved
by performing radius sampling, taking up only ∼30% of the
total computation cost. Thus, optimizing the point interac-
tions and point dimensions shows promising improvement
on the overall 3D model. Based on kernel point convolution,
we introduce our first-order and second-order point interac-
tions. A stacking of the first/second point interactions lead
to high order point interactions in the 3D model.
First-order Point Interaction. A first-order point inter-
action assigns a unique kernel K with K kernel points
that carry weights Wk ∈ RK×D of all feature dimen-
sions. A first-order point interaction adopts a linear cor-
relation function hl : RN×D → RK×D that maps the
unordered neighbor point features F to a set of features
F̄ = [F̄1, F̄2, ..., F̄K ] on K kernel points. Specifically, a
linear correlation function h(l) measures the contribution of
a neighbor point xi ∈ Xn towards a kernel point x̂k and
outputs a linear correlation H(l) ∈ RN×K as follows:

H(l)
i,k = h(l)(xi, x̂k) = max(0, 1− ||xi − x̂k||2

δ
), (2)

Where δ is a hyperparameter that indicates the influence
of a kernel over neighboring points. The first-order interac-
tion aggregates the kernel features F̄ via:

f1st(Fi) =
∑
k

H(l)F̂kWk (3)

=
∑

xi∈Xn

h(l)(xi, x̂k)FiWk,∀xi ∈ Xn, (4)

where F̂k ∈ RD indicates a D-dimensional feature mapped
to the kernel points, Fi denotes an original D-dimensional
feature maintained in local neighborhood points. Eq. 3,4
establish a direct interaction between a center point and its
surrounding neighbor points by an explicit form of linear
combination, carried by a specific kernel point Wk that si-
multaneously operate on all D features. Different from the
original kernel point convolution, first-order point interac-
tion carries element-wise multiplication between weighted

Center Point Neighbor Point

Kernel Point

MLP

Correlation

First-order Second-order

Pooling

Figure 2. First-order and second-order point interaction. The first
order point interaction locally models a center point towards a ge-
ometric kernel, and the second-order point interaction additionally
utilizes global neighbors to capture points with varying density.
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features (i.e., H(l)F̂k) and kernel weights (i.e., Wk), with-
out considering the channel-wise features. This saves
D× parameters and Multiply-Accumulates compared to the
original kernel point convolution, yielding higher efficiency
in 3D models.

In KPConv, kernel point convolution uses a fixed kernel
size (i.e., 15) within all parts of the model, indicating a fixed
geometric kernel disposition x̂k for points in different hier-
archical levels of the point cloud. Our first-order interaction
extends the scope of kernel dispositions to allow versatile
choices in kernel dispositions. Given different kernel dis-
positions , the first-order point interaction has the ability to
capture different geometric properties within the mast 3D
point cloud, leading to higher quality of learned representa-
tions with fast-changing point cloud geometries.
Second-order Point Interaction. Note that in first-order
point interaction, the linear correlation H(l) that measures
the importance of a kernel point towards a neighbor point
purely uses the Euclidean distance between them. Such im-
portance measurement overlooks the contribution of other
neighbors, thus may not be accurate under point clouds
with varying densities. For example, farther kernel points
might be more important to neighbor points in a sparse
point cloud, where each center point has only a few neigh-
bor points within a sparse distribution of point clouds.

To cover the varying geometric and dense disposition of
kernels, we introduce a density-aware correlation H(g) as
an alternative to the linear correlation Hl. The density-
aware correlation leverage the global neighborhood infor-
mation of center points and make adaptations to the vary-
ing density of these points. Specifically, the density-aware
linear correlation H(g) takes linear correlation H(l) as in-
put, and uses gating function hg to re-calibrate the kernel-
neighbor importance as follows:

H(g) = hg(H(l)) = σ(MLP(Pool(H(l))))⊙H(l), (5)

Here, σ is the sigmoid function, MLP denotes a 2-layer
MLP layer with learnable weights, Pool denotes the global
average pooling operator that averages the information in
the neighbor dimension of H(l). Based on the density-aware
linear correlation H(g), we establish the second-order inter-
action as follows:

f2nd(Fi) =
∑
k

1

2
(H(l) +H(g))F̂kWk,∀xi ∈ Xn. (6)

As H(g) is a function of H(l), we employ a summation
of H(g) and H(l) for in second-order interaction for easier
optimization, following the spirit of residual learning [14].
The second-order interaction considers the relative position
of neighbor points given a fixed kernel disposition, thus
can quickly adapt to 3D point clouds with varying density.
However, second-order point interaction uses slightly more
resources due to use of a gating function hg , thus should be
used sparingly in the design of 3D models for efficiency.

Table 2. Evaluation of IRB Design on SemanticKITTI.

Architecture Params MACs SemanticKITTI
(M) (G) mIOU (%)

KPConv (Our impl.) 14.8 60.9 59.2
PIDS (first-order) 0.97 4.6 59.6

PIDS (second-order) 0.98 4.7 60.1

3.2. Efficient Point Dimensions

As point interactions only performs point-wise feature
extraction, we sandwich high-order point interactions with
2 Fully-connected layer to form a PIDS point operator, see
Figure 1. This enable channel-wise feature interactions in
3D point clouds. Intuited by the design of Inverted Residual
Bottleneck (IRB) [30], we apply an expansion factor on the
intermediate point interactions to enrich the representation
in low-cost point interaction operations. This IRB design of
point operator also provides a wider range of search com-
ponents for point dimensions.

Next, we validate the effectiveness of the IRB design
that combines point interactions and point dimensions in
the PIDS point operator. We follow the layer organi-
zation of MobileNet-V2 [30] to construct a hand-crafted
3D model. We evaluate the crafted 3D model with first-
order/second-order point interaction, and compare its per-
formance with KPConv in Table 2. Even without search,
the hand-crafted 3D model with the first-order interaction
achieves achieves 0.4% higher mIOU with 12× smaller size
on SemanticKITTI compared to KPConv. The hand-crafted
3D model with second-order interaction pushes the mIOU
improvement ∼ 0.5% higher, with only marginal increase
in parameter count. The above empirical evaluations sug-
gest two key insights in designing 3D models: 1) relaxing
the choice of kernel dispositions in first-order point interac-
tion provides more opportunities to adapt to geometric dis-
tribution of 3D points, and 2) carrying second-order point
interaction that leverages global neighborhood information
to measure kernel importance makes better adaptations to
the varying density of points.

3.3. Search Components

In PIDS search space, we jointly search for the best com-
bination of point interactions and point dimensions. We il-
lustrate the two search components as follows:

• Point Interactions. We search for the type of interactions
(i.e., first-order/second-order) and the choice of geomet-
ric kernel dispositions (i.e., 5-point Tetrahedron, 7-point
Octahedron, and 13-point Icosahedron dispositions) con-
tained within the point interactions. The choice within
point interactions are categorical discrete options.

• Point Dimensions. We search for the width (i.e., number
of features in each point operator), depth (i.e., the number
of stacked of point operators) and expansion factor (i.e.,
ratio of point interactions to FC operators) of a point oper-
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ator. The choice within point dimensions are continuous
floating-point numbers.

Unlike NAS for image-based models that emphasize the
search of size-based homogeneous components, the choice
of point interactions and the choice of point dimensions are
heterogeneous. In addition, with a total of 11 stages, the
overall search space size contains up to 1.8×1019 possi-
ble architectures, making the architecture exploration un-
der moderate search cost more challenging. This calls for
a precise NAS method to precisely explore the joint point
interaction-dimension search space.

4. Joint Point Interaction-Dimension Search

We employ predictor-based NAS to jointly explore the
best combination of point interactions and point dimensions
in 3D models for point cloud. Specifically, we sample a
number of architectures from the joint search space, and use
their architecture-performance pairs to train a performance
predictor. Unfortunately, the large cardinality of the joint
interaction-dimension search space raise challenges in ac-
curately modeling the search space. In this section, we an-
alyze the priors on search components and propose Dense-
Sparse (DS) predictor, a novel surrogate model that encode
unique priors to different heterogeneous search features to
improve the quality of performance prediction. As a re-
sult, DS predictor improves ranking of 3D models within
the joint interaction-dimension search space.

4.1. Dense-Sparse Predictor

We start with analyzing the priors on different search
components in PIDS interaction-dimension search space.
We note that point interactions settings are sparsely dis-
tributed within the search space. For example, the choice of
kernel dispositions in first/second point interaction follows
discrete geometry shapes with no explicit correlation that
can be achieved via linear interpolation. Thus, the choice of
point interactions possesses categorical priors which can be
implicitly learned by embeddings. Alternatively, the choice

Prediction

Positional Heterogeneity 

Dense
Sparse
Dot Product

Linear

Embedding

!×

#×

Dimension Interaction

Figure 3. Dense-Sparse predictor computes a cross-term product
on heterogeneous search components to improve the prediction
quality of joint interaction-dimension search.

of point dimensions encodes a linear/quasi-linear relation-
ship towards the model performance, as is reflected in the
compound scaling scheme in EfficientNet [32]. Thus, the
choice of point interactions contains continuous priors that
can be modelled in deep representations. As a result, using
a vanilla predictor to model these multi-modal features with
different priors may lead to sub-optimal results.

Motivated by Wide & Deep learning [5] that com-
bines memorization and generalization for multi-modality
inputs, we propose a novel Dense-Sparse predictor to en-
code unique priors on point interactions/dimensions. This
improves the neural architecture representation of candi-
dates in PIDS search space and thus, improves the qual-
ity of prediction and ranking of candidate models. We
craft dense/sparse neural architecture representations for
point interactions/dimensions, and leverage a dot product
to compute the cross-term relationship between point inter-
actions and point dimensions. Specifically, given a dense
representation Xd ∈ RB×dim and a sparse representation
Xs ∈ RB×N×dim, a dot product carries cross-term feature
communication by carrying the following transformation:

Z = [vec−1
B,1,dim(Xd);Xs], (7)

DP (Z) = Triu(ZZT ), (8)

Where DP denotes the dot product operation, and Triu
denotes the upper triangular matrix. Figure 3 demonstrates
the architecture DS predictor. DS predictor adopts a sep-
arate MLP to learn deep representations on the continuous
dense representations (i.e., point dimensions), and adopts
an embedding table to learn the categorical choice of sparse
representations (i.e., point interactions). Thanks to the en-
hanced encoded priors and their cross-term relationship,
DS predictor yields a more accurate modeling of the PIDS
search space. Next, we elaborate the training and evaluation
of our DS Predictor.
Architecture Sampling. We randomly sample ∼1K archi-
tectures on SemanticKITTI. Following common settings in
NAS, we split the training dataset of SemanticKITTI into
mini-train and mini-val. We train the sampled architectures
on mini-train until convergence, and evaluate these archi-
tectures on mini-val to obtain architecture performance.
Predictor Training. Mean-Squared Error (MSE) lossis
the training objective of the DS predictor on 1K sampled
architectures. To ensure a consistent comparison of pre-
dictor performance over multiple benchmarks, we carry
optimization on predictors with normalized performance.
Since Dense/Sparse/Dense-Sparse predictor can perform
gradient-based optimization, we incorporate predictor pre-
training on Multiply-Accumulates (MACs) prediction [9],
and use pair-wise margin rank loss [10] to improve ranking.

We compare DS predictor with top-performing predic-
tor designs collected from NASBench-301 [31], see Ta-
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Table 3. Wide & Deep Predictor achieves best prediction quality over SemanticKITTI.
Predictor Rank Loss? Priors Pre-training? MSE (10−2) Kendall τ

Random Forest Continuous 3.75±0.30 0.240±0.044
GPR Continuous 4.29±0.41 0.144±0.042

XGBoost Continuous 4.24±0.40 0.210±0.037
NGBoost Continuous 3.90±0.33 0.255±0.047
LGBoost Continuous 4.03±0.36 0.236±0.033

Dense ✓ Continuous ✓ 3.07±0.33 0.379±0.050
Sparse ✓ Discrete ✓ 2.87±0.21 0.400±0.047

Dense-Sparse ✓ Continuous + Discrete ✓ 2.80±0.23 0.408±0.044

ble 3. Since sparse embedding is not feasible in Bayesian
models (e.g., GPR) and tree-based methods (e.g., Random
Forest), all categorical features are treated as continuous
features during the training process. By enhancing search
priors and computing cross-term feature relationship via a
dot-product, DS predictor achieves better prediction quality
and ranking on PIDS search space: DS predictor achieves
up to 0.172 higher Kendall τ compared to prior arts, and
0.008 higher Kendall τ over Dense predictor that converts
all search components to continuous features.

4.2. Evolutionary Search on DS Predictor

With a trained DS predictor, we follow regularized evo-
lution [29] to effectively probe the PIDS search space to
carry a joint search on point interactions and point dimen-
sions. Given a candidate architecture A with performance
prediction P̂ and MACs M , we use S(A) = P̂ −β× logM
as our search objective, and empirically set β to 0.5 to trade-
off performance and resource. We introduce a single mu-
tation of an architecture genotype with the following se-
quence of actions in one of the stages:

• Change the kernel disposition in point operators.
• Change the order of interaction in point operators.
• Change the width/expansion factor in point operators.
• Change the depth of stacked point operators.

We use a population of 200 and a sample size of 150 to carry
regularized evolution with 360 rounds over PIDS search
space to craft NAS models.

5. Experiments

In this section, we evaluate PIDS over two seman-
tic segmentation benchmarks, SemanticKITTI [3] and
S3DIS [1]. Specifically, we carry an end-to-end search on
SemanticKITTI to identify the best 3D architecture in PIDS
design space, and transfer it to S3DIS.

5.1. Hyperparameter Settings

We describe the detailed hyperparameter settings on Se-
manticKITTI and S3DIS as follows.
SemanticKITTI. A single training batch contains 10 sub-
sampled point clouds. On SemanticKITTI, we measure

Multiply-Accumulates (MACs) over a scene with an aver-
age of ∼12.3K points, which gives a similar MAC count
for KPConv architecture as is shown in [33]. We use a
downsample rate of 0.06m, and train our best model for 250
epochs with an initial learning rate of 0.04 and cosine learn-
ing rate schedule [22]. We adopt an L2 weight decay of 3e-4
and default data augmentation [34].
S3DIS. A single training batch contains 8 sub-sampled
point clouds. We use a downsample rate of 0.04m following
the original KPConv paper [34]. Specifically, we train our
best model for 250 epochs with an initial learning rate of
0.04 and cosine learning rate schedule [22]. We adopt a L2
weight decay of 3e-4 and default data augmentation [34].

5.2. Evaluation on SemanticKITTI

We evaluate the top-performing models discovered by
PIDS. We apply width scaling [30] on the NAS-crafted
models and attach a m× suffix to denote the application
of a m× width multiplier. This ensures a fair comparison
with existing state-of-the-art models of similar sizes. We
compare the performance and efficiency metrics such as pa-
rameter count and MACs.
Performance Evaluation. Table 4 shows the mIOU com-
parison on sequence 08 of the SemanticKITTI dataset.
Our hand-crafted PIDS model outperforms point-based,
projection-based, and voxel-based methods by at least
0.9%, 1.1%, and 1.2% mIOU respectively, with signifi-
cant parameter and MAC reduction. The NAS-crafted PIDS
model achieves ∼ 1% higher mIOU than the state-of-the-art
SPVNAS while saving 5.8× parameters and 4.5× MACs.
Applying a 2× width multiplier on NAS-crafted model fur-
ther boosts the performance, demonstrating a good scalabil-
ity of discovered 3D models.
Latency Analysis of Best PIDS Model. In Table 4, we no-
tice that our NAS-crafted PIDS model is 4.2 × faster than
original KPConv model despite of its higher mIOU. How-
ever, we also observe that the latency reduction is less sig-
nificant compared to MAC reduction of PIDS models, es-
pecially compared to voxel-based methods. This is because
voxel-based methods (e.g., SPVNAS [33]) benefit from 1)
reduced overhead in point-based neighboring mechanisms
2) mature software-hardware co-design that enables infer-
ence with high throughput.
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Table 4. mIOU on sequence 08 (validation split) of SemanticKITTI. Latency is measured with NVIDIA TITAN X Pascal on a single scene
containing ∼60K points. Here, red/blue numbers denote computation/processing time. +: Results from [48]. ∗: Results from [33].

Architecture Method Params MACs Latency mIOU
(M) (G) (ms) (%)

RandLANet [15] Point-based 1.24 - 103 57.1
KPConv-rigid (our impl.) Point-based 14.8 60.9 221 (164 + 57) 59.2

PolarNet [45] Projection-based 13.6 135.0* 62∗ 58.2+

SalsaNext [8] Projection-based 6.7 62.8* 71∗ 59.0+

MinkowskiNet [7] Voxel-based 5.5 28.5∗ 294∗ 58.9
PIDS (second-order) Point-based 0.97 4.7 160 (103 + 57) 60.1

SPVNAS [33] Voxel-based 3.3 20.0 158 61.5
7.0 34.7 175 63.5

PIDS (NAS) Point-based 0.57 4.4 169 (112 + 57) 62.4
PIDS (NAS, 2×) 1.36 11.0 206 (149 + 57) 64.1

Table 5. Operation-level latency breakdown of our searched PIDS
model. We list the critical operations here and categorize less
important operation as ’Other’. In column Type, C/M denotes
computation-bounded/memory-bounded operation.

Operation Type Latency (ms) Latency (%)
Preprocessing (CPU) - 57.015 33.73

aten :: sub C 23.396 13.84
aten :: bmm C 20.236 11.97

aten :: gather M 18.115 10.72
aten :: mul C 12.487 7.39
aten :: sum C 9.887 5.85

aten :: addmm C 7.292 4.31
aten :: threshold C 4.444 2.63

aten :: copy M 2.912 1.72
aten :: sqrt C 2.256 1.33

Other - 11.00 6.51

To dive deep into this issue, we profile the latency break-
down of the NAS-crafted PIDS and demonstrate the pro-
filing result in Table 5. Here, the preprocessing opera-
tions (including radius sampling, grid sub-sampling etc.)
consumes 33.7% of the inference cost, neighbor gath-
ering contributes to the memory-bounded operation (i.e.,
aten :: gather), which takes 10% of the total inference
latency. Computation-bounded parts in KPConv such as
depthwise convolution (i.e., aten :: mul and aten :: sum),
MLPs (i.e., aten :: bmm) and point-wise local neighborhood
movement (i.e., aten :: sub) contribute to ∼50% of the to-
tal inference cost.

Besides the optimization of architecture, we also en-
vision some potential improvements that harness the
hardware-software co-design to improve the efficiency of
PIDS blocks, such as yet not limited to:

• Enable efficient radius sampling implementation to allow
parallelization between different CPU cores.

• Utilize a fused version of convolution (*i.e., aten :: bmm
and aten :: sum) that aggregates the feature outputs on
each kernel point efficiently.

• Incorporate the choice of radius for each point operator
into the design space and harness such options to discover
more efficient point-based 3D models.

Table 6. 6-fold cross-validation results on S3DIS.

Architecture mIOU mAcc OA Params
(%) (%) (%) (M)

InterpCNN [23] 66.7 - 88.7 -
RandLANet [15] 70.0 82.0 88.0 1.24

KPConv [34] 70.6 79.1 - 14.8
RPNet [28] 70.8 - - -

SCF-Net [11] 71.6 82.7 88.4 -
BAAF-Net [27] 72.2 83.1 88.9 1.23

PointTransformer [46] 73.5 81.9 90.2 4.9
PointSeaNet [28] 71.9 - 90.3 6.75
PIDS (NAS, 2×) 74.4 82.1 90.3 1.35

5.3. Architecture Transferability on S3DIS

We further verify the transferability of NAS-crafted
PIDS models on S3DIS to evaluate its performance on in-
door scene segmentation. Following the established proto-
cols in 3D point cloud segmentation, we report both 6-fold
cross-validation mIOU across all Area 1∼Area 6 splits, see
Table 6. By convention, we also report the validation mIOU
and mIOU per class on Area 5 to compare with existing
methods on 3D point cloud, see Table 7.

Though our NAS-crafted PIDS model is not optimized
on S3DIS, it shows a significant margin on the S3DIS 6-
fold cross-validation benchmark compared with existing
approaches such as [27, 46] and achieves 74.5% mIOU,
a new state-of-the-art result using only 1.35M parameters
(i.e., 3.6× fewer than the runner-up architecture, Point-
Transformer [46]). On Area 5 of the S3DIS dataset, we
observe that: (1) NAS-crafted PIDS achieves 1.8% higher
mIOU than original KPConv with 11× parameter effi-
ciency. (2) NAS-crafted PIDS achieves competitive per-
formance over different classes on S3DIS indoor semantic
segmentation and demonstrates at least ∼1% higher mIOU
over 9 out of 13 classes compared to existing approaches.

6. Ablation Studies

In this section, we first visualize how second-order point
interaction re-calibrates the contribution of each neighbor
point to suit heterogeneous point clouds with varying den-
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Table 7. mIoU per class on S3DIS Area-5.
Methods mIoU ceil. floor wall beam col. wind. door chair table book. sofa board clut.

Pointnet [25] 41.1 88.8 97.3 69.8 0.1 3.9 46.3 10.8 52.6 58.9 40.3 5.9 26.4 33.2
Eff 3D Conv [43] 51.8 79.8 93.9 69.0 0.2 28.3 38.5 48.3 71.1 73.6 48.7 59.2 29.3 33.1
RNN Fusion [40] 57.3 92.3 98.2 79.4 0.0 17.6 22.8 62.1 74.4 80.6 31.7 66.7 62.1 56.7

KPConv [34] 65.4 92.6 97.3 81.4 0.0 16.5 54.5 69.5 90.1 80.2 74.6 66.4 63.7 58.1
PIDS(NAS, 2×) 67.2 93.6 98.3 81.6 0.0 32.2 51.5 73.2 90.7 82.5 73.3 64.7 71.6 60.0

sity, reflected by the learned coefficients over the geometry
disposition of kernels. Then, we discuss the relationship be-
tween MSE reduction of neural predictors, and the quality
improvement of discovered NAS models.

6.1. Second-order Point Interactions: Visualization

To verify the source of improvement from point interac-
tions, we plot the dynamics of learned point interactions on
a 7-point Octahedron kernel, see Figure 4. Here, we use the
slope to denote the strength of the second-order interaction
H(g) over first-order interaction H(l), indicating the impact
of neighbor points towards linear correlation captured by
the gating function h(g). The learned second-order point
interaction demonstrates a strong geometric harmony with
Octahedron kernel dispositions (i.e., 1-4-2 groups among
symmetrical axis): the two vertices that are the most distant
from the center point show the most significant interaction
(i.e., H(g)) towards global neighborhood information H(l).
This supports more robust recognition results, as these ker-
nel points are involved in addressing the boundary effects
of sparse and fast-changing point clouds. The 4 vertices
connecting the square plane have the least significant in-
teraction, suggesting a smoother learning on a denser point
distributions to capture the features of point majorities. The
center kernel point admits most information from central-
ized points, and thus co-adapts to global neighbor informa-
tion and yields a moderate interaction strength.

6.2. Effectiveness of DS Predictor

We show that even marginal Kendall τ improvement
(i.e., 0.008) in DS predictor leads to significant quality im-
provement of NAS-crafted models. We establish a random
search baseline by selecting the top-5 models from the out-

K6

K5

Figure 4. Visualization of the second-order point interaction on 7-
point Octahedron kernel dispositions.

Table 8. Comparison of various predictor-based NAS methods
with Random Search baseline. Results are derived from the top-5
NAS models discovered by each method.

Search Method SemanticKITTI mIOU (%)
mean std max min

Random 53.54 1.19 54.68 51.96
Sparse predictor 54.90 0.49 55.28 54.2

Dense-Sparse predictor 56.10 0.85 56.83 54.87

come of 1K random samples, and establish predictor-based
NAS baseline by selecting top-5 models using the afore-
mentioned runner-up predictor: Sparse predictor in Table 8.
All models are evaluated on classification and segmentation
benchmarks using the same 100-epoch training pipeline.
We report the mean and standard deviation of performance
on SemanticKITTI in Table 8.

Results demonstrate that: (1) without introducing extra
architecture samples, predictor-based NAS can outperform
random search by up to 1.4% mIOU on SemanticKITTI. (2)
Even with 0.07×10−2 lower MSE, the NAS-crafted models
via DS predictor can outperform NAS-crafted models via
Sparse predictor by a large margin (i.e., up to 1.2% mIOU
on SemanticKITTI). This shows the significance of improv-
ing the design of predictor and enabling superior neural ar-
chitecture representations for predictor-based NAS.

7. Conclusion

In this work, we present a new paradigm, Joint Point
Interaction-Dimension Search for 3D Point Cloud (PIDS),
to jointly search point interactions and point dimensions on
two axes of 3D point operators. PIDS innovates high-order
point interactions and efficient point dimensions to suit ge-
ometry and density heterogeneity of 3D point cloud data,
and establishes a search space to carry joint exploration.
PIDS utilizes predictor-based NAS and proposes a novel
Dense-Sparse predictor to enhance the quality of predic-
tions and the ranking of candidate networks. Dense-Sparse
predictor utilizes enhanced priors to encode heterogeneous
search components, and interact discrete/continuous archi-
tecture representations through a cross-term dot product.
Results on 2 semantic segmentation benchmarks justify the
state-of-the-art performance of NAS-crafted PIDS models,
and its good transferability of searched models.
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